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In recent years, economists have developed new
models of erdogenous economic growth that
consider polE-y influences on growth and
divergent outcomes among countries. These
models deal with such issues as growth, the
operation of financial markets, trade policy,
government expenditures, and taxation.
Using the standard neoclassical growth
model as a point of departure, Renelt reviewed
important recent developments in growth theory.
He analyzed the methodology of several endogenous growth models and examined models
aimed at particular policy issues.
One reason for the success of the standard
neoclassical growth model, Renelt writes, is that
it provided a convenient tool for organizing data
on the sources of economic growth. The model
left much of the growth unexplained, however.

Cross-sectional analysis has provided some
useful insights into the growth process. More
direct estimation of productivity growth and
production functions in developing countries
along the lines suggested by existing growth
accounting studies could be very useful.
Economists working in this area should
target their work directly to the analysis of policy
options in developing countries. More work also
is necessary at the sectoral level. The new
models of growth have not adequately described
the issues of structural transformation and
disequilibrium in factors markets. The existence
of spillovers and increasing retums probably is
more important in the industrial sector of developing countries. Policymaking generally will
benefit from empirical results generated from
more carefully constructed structural economic
models.
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I. Introduction
Economistshave long been interestedin the factors which cause different
countries to grow at different rates and achieve different levels of wealth.
This issue is especially relevant today. The 1990 World Bank World Development
Report highlights the scale of global poverty and the importance of economic
growth in alleviating poverty. The historical record shows a broad range of
outcomes in achieving su3tained economic growth. Some countries have achieved
high incomes while many remain at lower levels. Recent history particularly
highlightsthis fact with some countries,particularlyEast Asian, achievingvery
rapid rates of growth and catching up with already wealthy countries while
others, particularly Sub-Saharan Africa, have achieved little or no growth.
Determining the reasons for these differences remains an important theoretical
and empirical task. We review recent theoreticaladvancesin growth theory which
are potentially relevant to developmentpclicymakersand the existingempirical
literatureon the determinantsof economic growth.
Although neoclassical economic theory has become dominant in economic
analysis,developmenteconomistshave been reluctantto adoptneoclassicalgrowth
theory as it predicts stable growth independent of policy decisions

Cherery

(1986)makes the case for the inadequacyof the neoclassicalequilibriumapproach
for developingcountries as it does not take into account disequilibriumfactors
such as internal demand constraints,external market constraints,economies of
scale, learning by doing, and imperfect factor markets.

In recent years,

economistsworking within neoclassicaltheory have providedmodels which address
a number of issues raised by development economists.'

In particular, new

models of endogenous economicgrowth have been developedwhich allow for policy
'For example, see Murphy,Shleifer,and Vishny (1989a,b).
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ii.tuenceson growth and div^ergent
outcomesamong countries. These models deal
with general issues of growth and important policies such as the operation of
financial markets, trade policy, and governmentexpenditure and taxation.
In the following section we present a review of the recent developments
in growth theory.

It begins with a discussion of the standard neoclassical

growth model due to Solow (1956), followedby an analysis of the methodologyof
endogenous growth models and a review of models aimed at particular policy
issues. Since the relevance of these models for development policymaking is
ultimatelyan empirical issue, the availableevidence on determinantsof growth
is also presented in Section 111.2

It will be apparent that there exists a

telativelyweak link between the theory and empirical reviews. This suggests
the need for additionalempiricalwork which will help developmentpolicymakers
operationalizethe insights provided by economic theory.

II. Theories of Economic Growth and Policy
A. Basic Neoclassical (Solow) Model
The workhorse model of traditionalneoclassicalgrowth theory is that due
to Solow (1956). The general properties of this model are well known so the
discussionhere is quite limited (see also,

section

III.A). The major innovation

introduced by Solow was to allow for factor substitutabilityso that stable
equilibrium growth could be obtained. This model is consistentwith a number
of stylizedfacts related to economicgrowth such as the relative constancyover
time of the capital-outputratio and factor income shares. The major difficulty
with this model is that growth

in per capita output converges to zero in the

2The review

of growth theory draws on Romer (1989c)while the review of the
empirical evidence draws on Chenery (1986) and Easterly and Wetzel (1989).
2

steady *tate.

In order to have steady state growth exogenous technological

change was introduced. A problem from the standpoint of policymaking in
doevloping countries is that policies have no effect on growth in the steady
state of the Solow model.

For example, there is evidence of a positive

correlation across countries between investment rates and growth, but in the
Solow model this would affect the long-run level of output but not the growth
ratel.'
A number of other empiricalfindingssuggestproblemswith the Sblow model.
One implication of the model is that countries wLth similar technologies and
preferences will converge to the same steady state output levels. This does
appear to hold for some groups

of economies.' However, De Long (1988), Quah

(1989), and Romer (1989c) show that there is little evidence of convergence for
a broad sample of countries.

This is especially true for the developing

countries, Easterly (1990a) demonstratesthat many show little or no evidence
of sustainedeconomicgrowth. Explainingpersistentdifferencesin grot
and income levels through exogenous

ites

differencesin technologylevels or growth

is clearly inadequ&te.
Another piece of evidence suggests the inadequacy of the Solow model.
Numerous researchers have found that GNP displays long-term persistence to
shocks. Nelson and Plosser (1982) were the first to argue for the existence of
a unit root in U.S. GNP as opposed to variation around a deterministictrend.
3The

growth rate would be affected along the transitional path but
explaininghistorical growth rates with transitionaldynamicsmay create other
counterfactualimplicationsas discussedby King and Rebelo (1989a). There may
also be a positive association between growth and investment if technological
change varies across countrieswhich induces greater savings in countrieswith
greater growth.
'See Baumol and Wolff (1988), Dowrick and Nguyen (1989) on productivity
convergence in the OECD, and Barro and Sala-i-Hartin(1989) on the U.S. states.
3

Campbell P,d Mankiw (1987) also present evidence of persistencewhile Blanchard
and Quah (1989) find persistenceof shocks identifiadas supply bu~tnot to demand
shoL.s. Evidence providedby Campbelland Mankiw (1989) and Kormendiand Meguire
(1990) suggest persistence also holds for

a broader group of countries. This

evidence is suggestivealthoughthe methodologicaland economic issuee are still
disputed.'

King and Rebelo (1988) discuss the potential importauc -ifthis

fact for alternative growth models.

In the Solow model shocks will not be

persistent with trend stationary technologicalchange, though they may be if
technology follows a random walk.

Endogenous growth models are capable of

generating random walk behavior of output even if shocks are trend stationary.
This is important to development policymakers fo- understandingthe potential
long-term effects of shocks such as the debt crisis.
A further problem for the Solow model, discussed by Lucas (1990), is that
it predicts resource flows which are not observed.

The basic model suggests

that the returns to capital must be many times higher in the developingthan in
the developed countries. This would imply that most new investmentwould occur
in the developingcountries but this does not occur. Differentialpolicies and
political risk may dampen this effect, but the implied return differentialsare
probably too great to be explained by these factors alone.

Even if it could be

shown that returns to capital were roughly equal the Solow model suggests
equslization of wages would also result (with similar technology equalized
returns raquire that there is a similar amount of capital per worker w;-ed
implies similar wages) which contradicts observedwage differentialsand flows
of workers. The understandingof internationalcapital flows and immigrationare
also iziportantin development policymaking.
6See Cochrane (1988) and Christianoand Eichenbaum (1989).
4

B. Endogenous Growth Models
Given the empi:ical and policy dif icultiesassociated

with the Solow model

a numberof new models of economic growth have been proposed which attempt
endogenize the growth process.

to

This section presents a review of the basic

approaches underlying these models, following Romer (1989c), while the next
presents policy applications. The two major approachesare to remove the fixed
factor constraintof the Solow model by allowingcenstantreturns to reproducible
factors or to endogenize technological change by explicitly modeliug the
introductionof new technologies.
The simplest model which demonstratesthe first approach is a model in
which capital is linearlyrelated to output as found in Rebelo (1987). In this
model the production function takes the very simple form Y-AK where K may be
considered a compositeof physical and human capital. It is easy to demonstrate
that sustained per capita output growth is possible without resorting to
exogenous technical change.'

Assuming maximization of a utility function

exhibitingconstantrelativerisk aversion

by an infinitelylived consumeryields

where p .e the discount rate and I/o is
a perpetual growth rate of g-(A-p)Io,
the intertemporalelasticity of substitution. It is apparent that economies
where consumersare more patient (low p) and more willing to substituteover time
(low a) will grow faster. However, it does not seem appealing to rely on
differences in tastes to explain differences in growth.

A more appealing

explanation is that factors which affect the marginal product of capital will
have sustained growth effects.

This approach may be extended to multiple

'The view of Scott (1989) is similar

since

he argues

through investmentand changes in quality adjusted labor.
5

all growth occurs

ie possible as long as a core of
settors. Rebelo shows that sustained grow..'h
capital goods are able to be producedwithout fixed factors. Jones and Manuelli
need not be linear in capital for seustained
(1990a) demonstrate that techniology
growth, but that relaxingthe Inada conditionat 'nfinitymay be sufficient(i.e.
limk_f(k)-b and b-6>discountrate).

A production functionwhich may satisfy

this condition is Y-aKaL'-+bK so their approach is similar

to assuming linear

production. A problem with the linear production approach is justifying the
constant returns to reproduciblefactors when fixed factors are observed.'
Romer (1986) resolvedthis difficultyby adoptingArrow's (1962) learningby-doing framework.The argument is that knowledge generationmay be positively
related to the scale of economic activitywhich is assumed to be proportional
to capital accumulation. In order to have sustained growth there must bi at
least constantreturns to reproduciblefactors. This implies increasingreturns
overall which would violate a conditionfor competitivebehavior. Romer posits
that there may be spilloversso that an individualfirm faces constant returns
(diminishingreturns to capital) but there are increasingreturns overall.The
production function takes the form y-Ak`l'*K1

(o+cel) where y,k, and 1

represent firm level quantities and K is aggregate capital. Romer shows that
stable growmthpaths are feasible in this model without relying on technological
change. One implicationof Romer's framework is that there will be too little
capital accumulationin a private economy due to the external effect.
A similar set-up is employedby Lucas (1988)who utilizes Uzawa's (1965)

7

This may not represent a large problem for empirical and theoretical
applicationsas getting near linear production generates steady state results
of the Solow variety but the transition periods are quite long. See Mankiw,
Romer, and Wail (1990) on human-capitalaugmentedSolow model. Easterly (1990a)
presents models in which the fixed factor constraintis endogenous.
6

model of human capitalaccumulation.Lucas proposesan aggregateproduction
functionof the form YuAr(unh)lh'7

where

it

is average human capital,u iF

proportionof humancapitalused in finalgoodsproduction,
and n is population.
This form allows for an externalityto human capitalwhich helps to explain
observ6dinternational
flovsor capitaland workers. In orderto have sustained
growth there must still be linearproductionin the human capitalproducing
sector. The problem facingboth the Romer and Lucas approachesis to find
externalities
whichare empirically
largeenoughto justifythe functional
forms
employed. The additionalproblemfacingthe Lucas (andRebelo)model is that
human capitalprobablycannotbe accumulated
withoutbound.
A problemwith the externality
approachis thatthereappearsto be little
incentive to produce knowledge in this framework as technologyis not
compensated,but one observes firms actively undertaking research and
development. Some of these problezvare avoidedby explicitlymodellingthe
accumulationof knowledge. Romer (1990a,b)deals with this problem by
recognizing
the need to introduce
non-competitive
behaviorin orderto modelthe
fixed cost nature of producingknowledge. He posits an aggregateproduction
functionof the form Y=L1_0J
x,*diwhere the x's are intermediate
capitalgoods.
At any ore time a given range of the intermediate
goods are produced. Each
intermediate
good requiresa fixedoutlayto inventso thatan equilibrium
with
monopolisticcompetitionexists. In this model, it is possible to have
sustainablegrowth through the continuedintroductionof new intermediate
products.Thus,policieswhichaffectcapitalaccumulation
have growtheffects.
Policieswhich shift human capitalto the researchs -torwill cause higher
growthbut generalinvestmentincentives
need not generatemore growthas they
raisereturnsin both sectors.
7

Another model which

introduces andogenous technical change is

a

Schumpeterianmodel of growth through creativedestrtctionby Aghion and Howitt
(1989). They allow for learning-by-doingand the fact that now innovations

may

make old ones obsolete. Whereas in the Romer model the private equilibriumwill
generally havy too little researchthere may be too much research in the Aghion
and Howitt model.

This approach can also be extended to account for copying

of existing technologiesby firms in developingcountries.

These approaches

seem preferable tc relying on external effects which are difficult to observe
and probably not of the magnitude necessary to genE^te

sustained growth. A

protlem is that the s'tpiricalimplicationsof these models are lses clear as
technologicalprogress and the factors influencingit are difficult to measure.

C. Policy Applications of Growth Theory
The above models provide the basic framework for considering endogenous
growth in a general equilibriumframework. However, given the broad nature of
the results there is still little informationfor policymakers.
models have been developed along the above lines
policy and empirical issues.

A number of

to deal with more specific

Many of these issues

have also

been of concern

to developing countries.

1. Human Capital and Education
Development economists have long been concerned with human capital
formation.9

such as Lucas (1988) above, allow for

Endogenous growth md'4ls,

$A model of imitation and entrepreneurshipis presented by Schmitz (1989).
Models of trade and imitation are discussed by Grossman and Helpman (1989a,c)
and Rivera-Batizand Romer (1989).
9See

Psacharopoulus (1984) and Schultz (1988).
3

significanteffects of human capital accumulationon economicgrowth. Azariadis
and Drazen (1990) posit a threshold externality for human capital. In their
model human capitalbecomes more productiveonce a certain level of human capital
accumulation is reached.

They argue that growth rates will be positively

correlated with the level of human capital relative the income level.

This

allows for the existence of multiple growth equilibria and an explanation for
non-convergence. A model by Becker, Murphy, anci Tamura (19?3) allot

for

interactionsbetween human capitalaccumulationand populationgrowth. They >.:-ow
it

is possible for countries to become trapped in an equilibriumwith low human

capital per worker and high rates of fertilityas tb-. exists lower returns to
investing in human capital relative to more children.

Stokey (1990) presents

a model with heterogeneouslabor and goods with growth driven by human capital
accumulation. She claims the mc el helps explain the East Asian experienceof
growth in education,growth in trade, and changingcompositionof output. Arrau
(1989) discusseshuman capital and growth in a life cycle model. He argi s that
if human capital is the engine of qrowth than tax policieswhich more heavily tax
human than physical capital will adversely affect growth.

Chamley (1990)

discusses some impli'ationsof the tradeoff between human capital and physical
capital accumulation in open economies. He argues that having a low level of
physical capital at initial stages of developmentmay lead to higher level of
output on the balanced growth path as the returns to human capital will be
higher, encouraginggreater accumulation. Jones and kSi&uelli(1990b)discussan
overlapping generationsmodel of endogenousgrowth and find that policieswhich
redistributeincome to the young, such as public education,may increasegrowth.
These models suggest that government policies to promote education and human
ca'4tal formationcan have large impactson long-runeconomicgrowth which should
9

be considered by policy makers in developingcountries.

2. Government

Spending

Deve4opment

and Taxatioii

economists

have

also

been

interested

in

the

effects

of

governmentspending, taxation, and related distortions in developingcountries.
An obvious policy implicationpointed out by Jones and Manuelli (1990a),Rebelo
(1987), and Romer (1986) is that capital taxation (or subsidization)may have
significantgrowth effects in the endogenousgrowth models whereas it would only
have level effects in the Solow model.10

King and Rebelo (1990) parameterize

a model and show that fairly modest levels of taxation may be sufficient to
totally stop growth.

Rebelo (1990) discusses the importanceof international

capital markets for these results as differencesin returns caused by taxation
may cause capital flight which would allow GNP to grow even if GDP did not.
Barro (1990) includes productive government spending in a model of endogenous
growth.

In this model growth is increasing for low levels of government

expenditure (and taxation) and then decreasingwhen the governmentbecomes too
big relativeto technicalefficiency. This analysisalso suggeststhat different
types of governmentexpenditutre
may have differingimpacts on growth. His model
also suggests that the relative efficiency of different governments will
influence their relative growth rates."' Easterly (1990b) presents a model in
which distortionsbetween different types of capital causes growth effects which
may be related in a nonlinear way to policy variables. This may be especially
l°Inthe Jones and Manuelli (1990) taxationmay have either growth or level
effects depending on the relative size of the tax distortion. A number of tax
related issues in endogenous growth models are reviewed by Barro and Sala-iMartin (1990).
"Reynolds (1983) also argues that a major cause of country variations in
growth is the efficiencyof governments in mobilizing resources.
10

importantin developingcountrieswhich have narrowertax bases.

It would

to understandthe relativeimportanceof thes.
be importantfor policymaker&
effectsfor long-term growth. Also, factors such as political instabilityand
propertyrightsmay have effectssimilarto capitaltaxationby increasingthe
uncertainty associatedwith investmentdecisions.

3. Trade Policy
Given the success stories of the East Asian countries, dtvelopment
economistshave been intev-stedin the links between foreign trade and economic
growth.

Many developing countrieshave significanttrade distortionsthrough

tariff or quota barrierswhich generateinefficientallocationof investmentand
rent-seekingbehavior. Because trade distortionswould have only level effects
in the Solow model the discussionhas moved to the relationshipbetween trade
2
policy and productivity growth."

A number of recent studies explore these

issues within models of endogenous growth.

Romer (1990a) notes a general

implicationof endogenousgrowth theories is that through increasingthe scale
of spillovers or available technologies openness to trade should increase
1"
growth.

Further research has suggested modificationsto this result.

reviews major
The work of Grossman and Helpman (1989a,b,c,1990b,1990a
results) has focused on the application of models of endogenous technological
change to trade issues.

They find that quotas which generate rent-seeking

behavior may have significant growth effects through the misallocation of
resources. They also show that the impact of tariffs and trade policy on growth
12See recent treatmentsby Edwards (1989) and De Melo and Robinson (1989).

See Rodrik (1988) for skepticalview of trade policy and growth links.
"3ackus, Kehoe, and Kehoe (1990) attempt to test for scale effects with
fairly weak results.
11

depends on the sector which is targeted for protection. This is particularly
relevantwhen differencesin comparativeadvantagefor researchexist. If there
is a research sector and final goods sector, then protection of the research
sector by the countrywith compara.iveadvantagein researchmay stimulategrowth
while protection of the final goods sector by this country will probably lower
growth.

They also discuss economic growth in North-South models of

internationaltrade.

It is hard to generalize the potential impacts of trade

policy on growth as the results depend on the specificationof technological
change and imitation. Models based on quality upgrading along the lines of
Aghiont and Howitt (1989) also
excessive.

show that research and development may be

Further, they show that policies to increase growth in an open

economy may not lead to welfare gains

when there is imperfectcompetition.

Recent work by Rivera-Batizand Romer (1989) also discusses trade policy
and growth.

They identify a number of channels through which international

conditions can affect growth besides through expansion of market size.

The

knowledge spillover channel generally leads to greater growth although
communicationsmay be as important as direct trade.

The redundancy effect

suggests that freer trade will increase growth as less resourceswill be used
reinventing existing technologies. Like in the Grossman-Helpmanmodels, they
find ambiguouseffectsof trade policy throughthe allocationeffect. Basically,
policies which encourage allocation of human capital to research may increase
growth. They find there may exist a non-monotoniceffect of tariffs on trade
with low tariffs reducing growth and very high tariffs increasing growth.
However, high protection generally has substantial negative level effects.
Rivera-Batiz (1989) presents a North-Southmodel of trade and growth in which
trade openess in the South allows

the poor country to escape a no growthtrap.
12

He also shows that trade barriers in the South can lower the world growth rate.

It appears that even in very aggregativemodels that few strong conclusions
can be drawn concerning the relationship between growth and trade policy. A
major difficultywith these models is that it is hard to explain differences in
growth rates among countries when they are open to trade. One could explain
differencesbetween countriesopen to trade and those completelyclosed but this
does not seem satisfying as a complete theory of growth differentialsbetween
countries.

4. Financial Markets
Developmenteconomistshave also been concernedabout the role of financial
factors in development. It has been argued by McKinnon (1973) and Shaw (1973)
that financial repression (particularlydepressed interest rates) slows growth
through retarding savings and promoting inefficient investment allocation."'
Recent studieshave addressedthe issue of financialmarkets and growth. Rather
than focusing on the relationshipbetween savings and interest rates (which is
theoreticallyambiguous)they focus on firm behavior in a risky environmentwith
financial constraints. Greenwood and Jovanovic (1989) present a model in which
growth and financial structure are both endogenous. In their model increased
financial intermediationincreasesgrowth by raising the return to capitalwhich
promotes greater investment. Studies by Greenwald and Stiglitz (1989) and
Greenwald, Salinger, and

Stiglitz (1990) suggest that

capital market

"See recent reviews by Balassa (1989), Fry (1988),Gelb (1989), and World
Bank (1989).The empiricalevidenceis mixed. Dornbuschand Reynoso (1989)argue
that significantfinancialinstabilityretards growth but not general financial
repression.
13

imperfectionsmay slow productivitygrowth. The main reason is that investments
in productivity improvementmay be more risky with financing constraintswhich
can be alleviatedwith improvedcapital markets. Levine (1990) presents a model
in which

the functioning of a stock market affects the rate of growth and

technologicalchange. He shows that in addition to the usual tax effects on
growth that taxation of financial market activity may lower growth rates.
Bencivenga and Smith

(1988) also present a

model in which

financial

intermediation increases growth by increasing the quantity of savings

in

productive assets as opposed to more liquid but unproductiveassets. This work
may have implications for government policy to promote financial markets in
developing countries.

1II. Empirical Studies of Economic Growth and Policy
A. Issues and Methods
The above discussionhighlights a number of ways in which policy choices
may affect economicgrowth. One difficultyis that given the tools of endogenous
growth theory almost

any policy

choice can be shown to have growtheffects

through its effect on the accumulation or allocation of physical or human
capital. Empiricalwork is needed to identifythe actualmagnitudesof potential
growth effects of policy. The methodologyof studies is first reviewedand then
results from studies based on growth accountingand cross-sectionalanalysisare
presented.
A number of studies have attempted to study economic growth within a
neoclassical framework.

The normal methodology of these growth studies

[followingChenery (1986)1 is to begin with a neoclassical
of the form:
14

production function

Yt - AkF(Kt.Lt)

(1)

Putting this in growth terms yields:

(2)

G0 -

K + LGL
GA + PyG&

and GI indicateepercentagegrowth in variableZ. With
where 8z-(BY/IZ)(Z/Y)
constant returns to scale and perfect competition the

l'swill represent the

factor share in output. The pioneeringwork of Solow (1957) used the observed
shares and growth rates of capital and labor to decompose the contributionsof
capital and labor to output growth. The famous "Solow residual,"

representing

growth which can not be explained by input growth, gives the growth in total
factor productivity (TFP) which is assumed to come from exogenous technical
change. Numerous researchershave followed Solow in attempting to account for
economic growth for different countries and periods. Studies in this vein are
reviewed below under growth accounting.
The growth accounting exercises usually work with time-seriesdata for a
single country. A number of studies have attempted to use this

formulationto

estimate the neoclassicalmodel across countries. Since capital stock data is
generally not available

the equationusually estimated is:
GY-X

(3)

+ a.(I/Y)

+ a2GL

With this formulation,and the assumptioncapital-outputratios and technology
are the same across countries, 21 should represent the marginal product of
capital and

02

the labor share. Most cross-sectionalstudies begin with this

basic equationand then add other explanatoryvariables. Within a neoclassical,
equilibrium framework there would appear to be little justificationfor this
approach. Chenery (1986) argues

that if disequilibriumeffects are allowed then

structuralvariables may be included in this formulation. For example,a number
of studies include growth of exports as an additional variable under the
15

assumptionthat for developingcountries exports (or imports)are an additional
factor of productionas there may be technologicaldifferencesbetween home and
foreign or tradeable and nontradeable goods."

Theee studies generally find

growth of exports to be positively related to output growth, but there are
1
obvious problems of reverse or common causality in this formulation."

Another way of formulating the problem to allow for structuralvariables
is to recognize that many developingcountriesmay not be on the world production
frontier. If (1) represents the world frontier, the production function for
country i may be:

(4)

Yt -

(l-0jAWF(K,,L,)

where 9 represents a measure of a countries productive technologyrelative to
world technology (0-0 indicates no gap). A number of factors could influence
the level of O in developing countries such as share of output in agriculture,
share of exports, and educational attainment. A number of studies include
changes in these types of variables to capture the effect of increasing
productive efficiency.

It could also be true that 9 would be negatively

correlatedwith initial income so that this variable may be important."
Other sources of differencesin growthmay includedifferencesin taxation,
infrastructure,financial markets, trade distortions,and political stability.
These factors would tend to affect the level and allocative efficiency of
However, within the basic neoclassicalmodel these
"Examples include Balassa (1978,1985),Tyler (1981), Feder (1983), Ram
(1985), and Moschos (1989).
inl?antmeal

XtD&nA4VUXiir&

"Jung and Marshall (1985)use Granger causalitymethodologyand find little
support for causation running from export growth to output growth. Rittenberg
(1989) also discusses the problems of relating growth in any component of CDP
to CDP growth.
"This should not be confused with the convergencepredicted in the Solow
model which is the result of different initial levels of capital per worker.
16

factors would tend to affect levels of output but not rates of growth in the
steady state, although they may affect the speed of transition to the steady
state and so yield growth effects. Endogenous growth models allow more scope
for growth effects through these variables.

A number of studies include

variables to measure these factors and are reported below.
An obvious dangerwith the approachdescribedhere is that since the theory
puts little restriction on possible relationshipsmany variables can be found
to be correlatedwith growth because there may exist common causality, reverse
causality, or simply spurious correlation. One example demonstrating this
problem is that of Scholing and Timmermann (1988) who include 118 independent
variables in their study and find "almost all the socio-economicvariables
considered show significant direct and/or indirect growth effects." In the
studies reported below about 50 separate independentvariables are included in
at least one study and most are shown to have statisticallysignificantpartial
correlationswith growth. This problem is further illustratedin Table 1 where
nearly all the possible independentvariables includedin the Barro (1989b)data
set are included in regressionsexplainingeconomic growth, growth controlling
for investmentlevel, and investment. The results show that it is possible to
find a significantrelationshipbetween growth and many of the variables. This
suggests that one should not put excessive emphasis on the growth effects for
policy variables found in cross-sectionanalysis. Particularlywhen the studies
do not control for variables which may be closely related to the one being
examined."' There exists a need to more explicitlymodel the potential impact
of policy variables on growth in order to understand the true interactions.
"sLevineand Renelt (1990) conduct sensitivity analyses for a number of
are robust
macroeconomicvariables. They find few partial growth correlations
to the inclusion of alternate independentvariables.
17

A furthermethodologicalproblem is that the dynamic relationshipbetween
variables may not be adequatelycaptured by a linear regression. A number of
the theoretical works described non-linear relationshipsbetween independent
variables and growth and the existenceof thresholdeffects and low-leveltraps.
This would again necessitatemore detailedspecificationof the structuralforms
which must be estimated in order to account for policy influenceson growth.

B. Growth Accounting
Growth accountinghas been a popular means of organizingdata to describe
economic growth. As discussed above the major task is to measure the growth
contributionsof factor inputs. This frameworkcan be augmentedby considering
other factors which impact the efficiencyof resource

allocation. The r6sults

from such exercises can also provide insights into policy variableswhich vary
countries or time. In this section basic results from growth accounting

across

are reviewed along with recent attempts to consider increasing returns and
externalities.
A number of representativegrowth accountingstudies are includedin Table
1. A notable feature
model.

being the high share of TFP which is unexplained in the

The variance in absolute level of TFP growth must also be considered

significant since all countries should have access to similar technology.
Chenery (1986) reviews a wide range of studies and reports that in developed
countries labor growth averages 1.1Z year, capital growth averages
output 5.4% with

total

factor

5.2X, and

productivitycontributing 502 of total growth.

For developing countries labor growth is higher (3.32) and total factor
productivityaccountsfor approximately30% of growth. Nishimizuand Page (1990)
compare industrylevel TFP growth in a number of countries.They find that within
18

countries TFP differentials among 2-digit industries decrease markedly with
income level, and that within industry groups there is greater variability
between countries then within countries suggesting the importance of country
effects whl h may be influencedby policy. It would be useful to understandwhy
TFP growth varies

so widely among countries snd particularlywhy it

is lower in

most developingcountries.
Maddison (1987) performs a growth accountingexercise for six developed
countries.He obtains similarresultswith the neoclassicalmethodologybut also
adds supplementaryva-iables (in the spirit of Denison) which may be important
for developing countries such as changes in economic structure, convergence,
foreign trade, economies of scale, natural resource discoveries, government
regulation, labor hoarding, and capacity utilization. Adding these variables
reduces the average unexplainedgrowth from 2.73% to 1.17% for the period 195073. However, the unexplainedportion still ranges from 35 to 7 percent of total
growth, and the resid-al ranges from 1.81 to .64.
One of the difficultissues in growth accountingis the precise measurement
of capital input."

A recent stuay of the U.S. by Jorgenson, Gollop, and

Fraumeni (1987) finds that the quality-adjustedcapital can explain

a major

portion of post-war growth (46Z) and that the residual can be reduced to 23Z of
total growth. This representsan improvementwhich may be important for other
studies. Bailey and Schultze (1990) argue that these results differ from other
studies primarily in the measurement of output as Jorgenson et. al. use gross
output (includingservicesfrom capital such as consumerdurables)whereas other
studies use net output.
The literatureon endogenousgrowth with constantreturns to reproducible

"See Jor6enscn (1989) and Norsworthy (1984) for discussion.
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factors suggests that the capital contributionto growth may be understated in
traditional growth accounting exercises.

Romer (1987) argues that growth

accountingdoes not adequatelyexplainthe significantcorrelationbetween output
and capital growth. He runs a regressionwith different countries and time
periods and finds:
Gy = .2 + .87*GK +
(.003) (.08)

.04*GL
(.18)

He argues that externalitiesto capital accumulationare necessary to explain
this finding. Benhabiband Jovanovic (1989) find this relationshipdoes not hold
in the U.S. time series. Thev also show that with added assumptions on the
evolutionof labor supply and technologicalchange that the econometricestimates
in Romer's regression are biased towards showing HN-1 and HTL=O.
there is no strong evidence of

They argue

increasing returns or capital externalities.

Their results may be sensitive to the particula-7model they develop.

In

particular, they argue causality goes solely from knowledge to capital whereas
the view of Romer (1986) and Scott (1989) is that knowledge is generated through
investment. The Romer resultsmay be consistentwith the Solow model because in
the Solow steady state capital and output will grow proportionately.
Since many of the new growth models focus Oa human capital it
necessary to more adequately account for

may be

changes in this factor. Host studies

which consider this issue assume wages reflect labor's marginal product and
changes in human capital will show up in the changing compositionof the labor
force in which different types of labor are weighted by wages and labor share.
This may be inadequateif there exist significantexternalityeffects for human
capital or labor markets are imperfect. Psacharopoulos(1984) discussesa number
of problems which may cause the contributionof education to growth to be
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understated in traditional studies, particularlyin developing countries. He
also

reviews the evidence showing high rates of return to education which

suggests the potential for a

significant contribution of

education

to

growth.[Psacharopoulos19851
Numerous researchers have sha.Tnthat the Solow residual follows the
business

cycle

in time series. Hall (1989) tests an invarianceproperty of the

Solow residual. Under constant returns and perfect competition,productivity
growth should be uncorrelatedwith exogenousvariablesthat induce output changes
but do not shift the production function. He finds correlations vith such
instruments and the Solow residual. His proposed explanations include the
existenceof monopolisticcompetitionwith increasingreturns,measurementerror
in labor input, and external market benefits. Caballero and Lyons (1989) test
for the existence of increasing returns which are internal and external to
industries. For U.S. data, they find no evidence of increasingreturns within
industries (elasticityof output to input of .8) but find aggregate increasing
returns (elasticityof output to input of 1.3). Using instrumentalvariables
yields industry returns close to constant returns to scale and aggregate
increasingreturns. These findingsare suggestivethat the assumptionsof the
basic neoclassicalmodel are inadequate.

C. Growth in Cross-Sections
Given the paucity of long-run time series data for a wide range of
countries many researchers have investigateddeterminants of economic growth
using cross-sectionaldata. This section presents a summary of a large part of
this work. Specific topics related to the theoriespresented above are reviewed
below. Table 3 presents informationon a number of empirical studies. It can
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be seen that a wide variety of variables show some correlat±on to economic
growth. Some of these appear to be relatively robust over a range of sample
groups and periodswhereas others appear to be sensitive to sample selectionand
choice of specification.
The most robust correlationacross samplesand time periods is the positive
corzelation between investmentand output growth. It is important to remember
that investment is itself endogenous and may depend the other independent
variables and on previous growth performance.2

Romer (1990b) discusses the

interpretationof this coefficient in regards to technical change. He argues
that the usual estimates of the effect of investmenton growth show evidenceof
both exogenous changes in investmentpromotinggrowth and exogenous differences
in technologicalgrowth promotinginvestment. Many of the studies reviewedhere
do not separate the effects of explanatoryvariables acting directly on growth
as opposed to through investment. The resultspresented in Table 1 suggest that
many variables may affect growth solely through their impact on the level of
investment(significantin columns one and three).

Easterly and Wetzel (1989)

also emphasize that it is as important to understand the factors affecting the
efficiency of investment and the level of investment, since countries with
similar investment rates show wide variation in grcwth rates.

A number of

variables in Table 1 are significantlycorrelatedwith both investmentand growth
controlling for investment suggestingthat they may act both on the level and
efficiencyof investment. Most of the studies reportedin Table 3 include level
of investmentas an independentvariable sco hat the reported results for other
variables may be picking up efficiency eff ts.

The results in Table 1 also

2Some of the studies, such as BarL. (1989a,b) and Easterly and Wetzel
(1989), recognize the importanceof this is ue.
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indicatethat few variables are correlatedwith growth and not investmentwhich
again suggeststhe importanceof accountingfor endogenousinvestment. A further
topic of research which will not be addressed in depth here is savings in
21
developingcountries.

With imperfectcapitalmobility the quantity of savings

(foreignand domestic)availablefor investmentmay be constrainedand influenced
by policy choices. Also, savings behavior in developingcountries may not fit
the infinite-horizonutility maximizinlg
approach used in the endogenous growth
models.
Variables relatingto human capital accumulationdo not show as strong of
a positive effect on growth. This is certainly an area in which measurement
problems are very important. A number of variables, including primary and
secondaryenrollmentratios, literacyrates, and educationalspending,have been
included to account for the role of human capital on growth. However, it is
unclear whether any of these variables accuratelyaccords with the theoretical
concept and the theoretical discussion is itself unclear on the correct
measurement of human capital in relation to growth. There may also be very long
lags associated with education investments and economic growth.t

Another

problem is the definitions and measurement of these variables tends to vary
across cotntries and time. An importanttask for further empiricalwork should
be the constructionof better human capital estimates.
A number of studies focus on the relationof growth and governmentspending
23
and taxation.
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The general finding is that there is a negative correlation

See Deaton (1590),Gersovitz (1988),and Williamson (1988).

22See discussionby

Easterlin (1981).

23Barro

(1989a),Khan and Reinhart (1990),Landau (1983,1986),Ram (1986),
and Diamond (1989)on spending. Marsden (1983),Hanas-Anton (1987),Koester and
Kormendi (1989) and Skinner (1987) on taxation.
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2'
between growth and government consumption expenditures (as share of GDP).

This would also suggest a negative correlationbetween tax

levels

and growth.

Skinner (1987) found that personal and corporate income taxes depressed growth
in African countrieswhile trade and sales taxes did not affect growth. ManasAnton (1987) failed to find a strongernegativeeffect for income vs. other taxes
and Koester and Kormendi (1989) did not find evidence of a negative impact of
marginal vs. average taxes.

This is an area where non-linearitiesbetween

distortions and economic growth may be important. Also, the structure of the
economy and taxation varies across countries so that similar taxes may have
25
different effects across countries.

Theory suggests that there should be

a tradeoffbetween higher provisionof public goods and the distortionaryimpact
of taxation. An implication is that it matters if government spending is for
productive purposes.

However, government capital expenditures tend to show

2"
little relationto growth.

Barro (1989a)finds a positivecorrelationbetween

governmentcapital expenditureand growth but the effect is weaker than for total
investment.

Diamond (1989) analyzes
He finds

expenditures.
correlated

overall

a detailed
government

with growth with some significant

productive

current

may proxy

for

expenditures

human capital

breakdown of current

and capital
investment),

expenditure

positive

growth effects

expenditures
but

no

to

strong

for

be

and capital
negatively
for directly

education

effects

for

(which
general

24 Levine and Renelt (1990) find that the results
depend to some degree on
the choice of data sets with government consumption expenditures
being fairly
strongly
negatively
related
to growth with the Summers-Heston (1988) data set
but not with a World Bank national
accounts data set.
25See discussion

of differentialtax effects in Shah and Whalley (1990).

2"Aschauer(1989) finds a strong relationshipbetween government capital
stock (particularlyinfrastructure)and productivityin the U.S. Shah (1988)
finds that government capital in Mexicois productivebut less so than private
capital.
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infrastructureexpenditure.
Internationaltrade is an important issue in discussions of developing
country growth.2" As mentioned abc e, many studies find a positive correlation
between export and output growth but this is subject to causalityproblems. A
better measure of trade openness may be export share in GDP. This variable is
in general positivelyrelated to growth but it is not as robust. A few studies
use the change in export to GDP ratio over the sample period which captures
growth in exports corrected for income growth. This variable is found to be
significantlyrelated to economic growth. Nishimizu and Robinson (1984) and
Nishimizu and Page (1990) also find positive effects of export growth on
productivitygrowth in a growth accountingframework. Levine and Renelt (1990)
find that the trade measures are generally not robust in cross-countrygrowth
regressions. However, they find that trade opennessmeasured by trade share of
GDP is positively related to investme--. A problem with studies using trade
volume or growth is that they do not capture actual policy choices.
A major problem in testingthe effect of policieson trade is findinggood,
28 Edwards (1989)employs a measure
internationallycomparablemeasuresof trade.

of trade interventioncalculatedby Leamer (1988)based on deviationsfrom factor
endowmenttrade predictionsand finds a significantnegative relationto growth.
However, this measure shows Hong Kong and Singapore as being the most
interventionistand is negatively related to Leamer's other measure of trade
openness. Dollar (1990) finds that real exchange rate distortions (based on
prices in the Summers and Heston (1988) data set) and variabilityare negatively
"See the studies by Bhagwati (1978) and Krueger (1978) and recent review
by Edwards (1989).
2'SeePritchett (1990) for discussion of the links between trade policy
measurement and trade performance.
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related to growth. Easterlyand Wetzel (1989) find that outward oriented
economies,basedon a WorldBank measureof tradeorientation,
grow fasterthan
inward oriented economies. These find&ags suggest that trade policy may be
important for growth, but these relationshipsneed to be better defined.
Other issues have also been considered. There does exist some evidence

of positiverelationbetweenfinancialliberalization
and growthand a negative
relation between inflation variability and growth.29
30
generallynegativeImpactof distortions
on growth.

These

relate to the

Politicalinstability

has some negativecorrelation
to growthwhile politicalfreedomsappearto be
3"
somewhatpositivelyrelatedto growth.

These findingSe
would be consistent

with the theoretical
view that increaseduncertainty
affectsthe accumulation
of capital and growth.

Numerous other variables have been included in cross-

sectionalstudies,as seen in Table 3. An implicationis that researchersshould
proceedwith caution in simply adding additionalindependentvariables in crosssection empirical work.

IV. Concluslon
One of the reasons for the successof the standard neoclassical growth
model is that It provided a convenienttool for organizingdata on the sources

of economicgrowth,althoughmuch of the growth was left "unexplained." The
modelsof endogenouseconomicgrowthhavenot yet beendistilledintoa standard

2"See

Easterly and Wetzel (1989), Gelb (1989), Grier and Tullock (1989),
Kormendi and Meguire (1985), and Manas-Anton (1986).
30See Agarwala

(1983), Barro (1989b),Easterly and Wetzel (1989), and Gelb

(1989).
31See

Barro (1989a,b),Grier and Tullock (1989),Kormendi and Meguire

(1985), Londregan and Poole (1989), and Scully (1988).
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empirical framework. The existing empirical work has also failed to provide
solid answers on the sources of variation in economic growth across countries.
Cross-sectional analysis has provided some useful insights into the growth
process, but there probably exists decreasing returns to continued investment
in such work.

More direct estimation of productivity growth and production

functions in developing countries along the lines suggested by existing growth
accounting studies could be very useful. Thie research should especially be
addressed to the analysis of policy options in developingcountries. More work
also needs to be done at the sectoral level. The new models of growth have not
adequatelyaddressed the issues of structuraltransformationand disequilibria
in factor markets which seem to be importantparts of the development process
and may make data a -lysis at an aggregate level less useful.

The existence of

spilloversand increasingreturns are probablymore important in the industrial
sector of developing countries.

In general, policymakingwill benefit from

empiricalresults generated from more carefullyconstructedstructuraleconomic
models.
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Table I

Partial CorrelationsWith Growth and Investment

AFRICA
ASSASS
AVAGE60
CIVLIB
CONSTCH
COUP
CRISIS
GDE
GDP60
GEECUR
GEETOT
GGCFD
GTRAN
HSGOV
HSGVXDXE
HSINV
LAAMER
LIT60
MIXED
POLRIGHT
PPIDEV60
PPPY60
PRIM60
PRIM70
REVCOUP
REVOL
RIOT
SEC60
SEC70
SOC
SOCSEC
STRATPRI
STRATSEC
STRIKE

Per Capita GDP Growth 1960-85
with Investment
Variable Alone
t
0t
t
p
-.008 (2.66)*
-.017 (4.91)*
.000 ( .03)
-.003 ( .64)
.001 (1.38)
.003 (5.16)*
-.001 ( .71)
-.004 (4.06)*
-.015 (1.04)
-.058 (3.57)*
-.005 ( .24)
-.055 (2.14)*
-.004 ( .67)
-.003 ( .45)
-.037 ( .81)
.011 ( .19)
-.002 (2.29)*
.001 (1.48)
-.000 (2.22)*
-.001 (2.81)*
-.228 (2.20)*
.131 (1.10)
-.107 ( .91)
.233 (1.96)
-.008 ( .32)
.053 (2.10)*
-.078 (3.87)*
-.098 (3.85)*
-.072 (2.53)*
-.128 (3.90)*
--.157 (8.46)*
-.004 (1.27)
-.006 (1.44)
.003 ( .65)
.020 (4.17)*
.003 (1.18)
.004 (1.10)
( .77)
-.001
-.004 (4.36)*
( .32)
.001
-.012 (2.14)*
-.003 ( .37)
.025 (2.62)*
.013 (2.58)*
.029 (6.43)*
.019 (3.52)*
(6.80)*
.035
-.014 (2.19)*
-.033 (5.02)*
-.019 (2.59)*
-.042 (5.38)*
.000 ( .21)
.001 ( .52)
.001 ( .16)
.034 (4120)*
.009 (1.23)
.033 (5.25)*
-.013 (3.21)*
-.018 (3.67)*
-.014 ( .44)
.049 11.39)
-.000 ( .81)
-.000 (2.94)*
.000 ( .95)
.000 (1.32)
-.002 ( .30)
.001 ( .08)

* indicates significant at 5

level

Source of data: Data appendix to Barro (1989b)
All variables as defined in Barro (1989b)
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Investment/GDP
t

-.062
-.017
.019
-.021
-.288
-.316
.005
.179
.020
-.002
2.150
2.350
.452
-.127
-.426
---.011
.119
.006
-.020
-.085
.167
.125
.122
-.137
-. 167
.004
.209
.171
-.036
.476
-.002
.001
.017

(4.49)*
(1.01)
(7.49)*
(6.28)*
(4.66)*
(3.26)*
( .15)
( .94)
(5.46)*
(1.67)
(5.05)*
(5.22)*
(4.81)*
(1.24)
(3.09)*
( .63)
(6.73)*
( .39)
(6.61)*
(4.00)*
(4.69)*
(7.47)*
(6.38)*
(5.49)*
(5.50)*
( .65)
(7.38)*
(7.66)*
(1.84)
(3.46)*
(3.71)*
( .85)
( .59)

Table 2
RepresentativeGrowth AccountingStudies
Growth of
Value Added

Share of
Factor Inputs

Share of
TFP

Christensen,Cummings
& Jorgenson (80) 1960-73
Canada
France
Germany
Italy
Japan
Korea
Netherlands
United Kingdom
United States

5.1
5.9
5.4
4.8
10.9
4.2
5.6
3.8
4.3

65
49
44
35
59
53
54
45
70

35
51
56
65
41
47
46
55
30

4.1
7.3
4.4
5.6
5.6
5.3
5.1

83
78
73
63
63
72
88

17
22
27
37
37
28
12

5.7

72

28

2.8

117

-17

4.5

80

20

9.3
6.6
8.8
10.1
8.0

54
45
44
45
46

46
55
56
55
54

Elias (1978) 1960-74
Argentina
Brazil
Chile
Colombia
Mexico
Peru (1960-70)
Venezuela
McCarthy,Hanson,Kwon(85)
Colombia (1963-80)
Elias (82)
Argentina (1970-80)
Lampman (67)
Philippines (1955-65)
Chen (77)

1955-70

Hong Kong
Singapore (1957-70)
Korea
Japan
Taiwan
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Table 3
Cross-SectionStudies of Economic Growth
JC D.V.

Study

Period

Balass. (85)

1973-89 43d GY

Barro (89a)

1960-85 72

Barro (89b)

1960-85 94

+

0

GYP

+

-

GYP

+

1950-SOP 18d GY
Cardoso &
(89)
Fishlow
1870-79 22

GYP

1960-85 42
De Long &
Summers (90)

GYP

De Long (88)

IndependentVariable.'
IY XG XS CC GK Tx FL IN PI PF OV

IS LG HK

+

-

-

+

-

_

+

Dollar (90)

1976-85 95d GYP

+

Easterly&

1960-85 70d GY

+

+/0

Edwards (89)

1960-82 28d GY

+

+

Feder (83)

1964-73 31d GY

+

+

Gelb (89)

1965-85 34d GY

0

_

+/0

-

+

+/0 0

1980-85 38d GY

y

0

+

Diamond (89)

+

+/0 Y
y
N

-

Y

-/0

Y
+

+/0

0

0

N

+/0

Y
+

-

+

Y

Wetzel (89)
Y

0
+

N
+

+
+

1950-81P 24D GYP
Grier &
Tullock (89) 1960-81P 89d GYP
Gupta &
Islam (83)

1965-73 52d GY

+

Hicks (80)

1960-77 65d GYP

+

-

-

+

-+

Y
Y
y
y

+
+

+

y

*+ (-) indicates found significantlypositive (negative),0 indicates insignificant,+/0
ndicates significantin some regressions,blank indicatesvariable not included in study
eriod: Time period of cross section analyzed,P indicatespanel used
C: Number of countries, d indicates limited to developingcountries,Dto developed
.V.t GY-Growth of GDP, GYP-Growthof per capita GDP
.V.: IS-Investmentshare of GDP, LG-Labor growth, HR-Human capital variable, IY-Initial
eriod income, XG-Growth of exports, XS-Export share, GC-Government consumption share,
K-Government capital share, TX-Tax variable, FL-Financial liberalization,IN-Inflation
ariable,PI-Politicalinstability,PF-Politicalfreedom,OV-Othervariablesused (Y/N) these
re reviewedon the followingpage. Variablecontent and definitionsmay vary across studies.
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Table 3: Cross-SectionStudiesof EconomicGrowth Continued
IndependentVariables*
IS LG ED IY XJ XS GC GK TX FL IN PI PF OV
Period #C D.V.

Hwa (83)

1970-79 87

GY

+

+

+

1970-79 24d GY
Khan &
Reinhart (90)

+

+/0

+

GY

+

+

GY

0

0

-

+

GY

+

+

-

+/0 0

+

-

-

+

-

-

1970-79 63

Koester &

y

_

N

0
0

Y

Kormendi (89)
Kormendi,Lavy, 1968-81

62d

y

& Meguire (88)
1950-77 47
Kormendi&
Meguire (85)
Landau (83)

1961-76 96

GYP

Landau (86)

1960-80P 65d

GYP

Levy (88)

1968-82 22d GY

Londregan&
Poole (90)

1950-82P121 GY

+

0

+

+/0

Mankiw,Romer 1960-85 98
& Weil (90)

GYP

+

0

GY

+

+

GY

+

+

1970-80 71d GY

+

0

1970-79 20d

Martin &
Farmanesh

1972-81

76

Y
-/0
+

0
+

Y

Y

0

0

+

GY

+

y

-

Manas-Anton(86)1973-82 39d

Marsden (83)

-

0

0

-1O

Y
N

-

-

N

N
+

y

_

(90)

Moschos (89)

Murphy,Shleiferl970-85 91

GYP

+

+
+/0 -

N
-/0

-

y

& Vishny (90)
*+ (-) indicates found significantlypositive (negative),0 indicatesinsignificant,+/0
indicatessignificantin some regressions,blank indicatesvariablenot includedin study
Period:Time period of cross sectionanalyzed,P indicatespanel used
#C: Number of countries,d indicateslimitedto developingcountries,Dto developed
D.V.: GY-Growthof GDP, GYP-Growthof per capita GDP
I.V.: IS-Investmentshare of GDP, LG-Laborgrowth, HK-Human capitalvariable, IY-Initial
period income, XG-Growth of exports, XS-Export share, GC-Governmentconsumptionshare,
IN-Inflation
GK-Governmentcapital share, TX-Tax variable, FL-Financialliberalization,
PF-Politicalfreedom,OV-Othervariablesused (Y/N) these
variable,PI-Politicalinstability,
may vary acrossstudies.
are reviewedon the followingpage.Variablecontentand definitions
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Table 3: Cross-SectionStudies of Economic Growth Continued
IndependentVariables*
Period #C D.V.
IS LG ED IY XG XS GC GK TX FL IN PI PP OV

Otani &
1970-85 55d GYP
Villanueva (90)

+

-/0 +/0

GY

+

+

,ittenberger(89)
70-82 57d GY

+

+|0

Robinson (71) 1958-66 39d GY

+

0

tam (86)

1960-80 115

+

+/0

GYP

+

+/0 -10

~omer(89b)

1960-85

90

GYP

+

+/0

1960-80 115

GYP

Skinner (87)

1965-82

29d

GY

0

0

ler (81)

1960-77

41d

GY

+

+

ede (83)

1960-79 94

GYP

+

1960-77

GY

+

43d

y
y

1960-85 94

Wheeler (80)

N

+

.omer(89a)

ullv (88)

y

+

-

y

-

y

+
+

+
+

+

0

+

-

-

N
Y
N

Y
Y

;-) indicates found significantlypositive (negative),0 indicates insignificant,+/0
dicates significant in some regressions,blank indicatesvariable not included in study
riod: Time period of cross section analyzed, P indicatespanel used
: Number of countries, d indicates limited to developingcountries,Dto developed
).V.: GY-Growth of GDP, GYP-Growthof per capita GDP
I.V.: IS-Investmentshare of GDP, LG-Labor growth, HKRHuman capital variable, IY-Initial
)eriod income, XG-Growth of exports, XS-Export share, GC-Government consumption share,
LK-Governmentcapital share, TX-Tax variable, FL-Financial liberalization,IN-Inflation
variable,PI-Politicalinstability,PP-Politicalfreedom,0V-Othervariablesused (Y/N)these
are reviewed on the followingpage. Variablecontent and definitionsmay vary across studies.
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Table 3t Other Variables Included and Results
Outward Orientation (+), Manuf. Share Exports (+)
Socialist economy (-/0), Mixed economy (-/0)
Invest. Price deviation (-), Africa (-), Latin America (-)
De Long (88)
Protestant religion (+)
De Long & Summers (90) Investmentdurables price and share (+)
Dollar (90)
Real exchange rate distortion (-) & variability (-)
Easterly & Wetzel (89) Inward trade orientation (-), Africa (-), Latin America (-)
Edwards (89)
Trade intervention(-)
Gelb (89)
Distortion index (Agarwala,19831(-)
Grier & Tullock (89)
Variation in output growth (+)
Gupta & Islam (83)
Foreign Aid(+/O),ForeignInvestment(O),Other Foreign Capital
Hicks (80)
Life expectancy (+)
Hwa (83)
Agriculture growth (+)
Koester & Kormendi (89) Marginal tax (-/0)
Kormendi, Lavy
Money growth (0), Variation in output (0), Foreign aid (+/0)
& Meguire (88)
Kormendi & Meguire (85) Variation in output (+)
Landau (83)
Climate dummies (+/0)
Landau (86)
Population (-),Transfersfrom abrca.J(+), Distance to seaport(
Levy (88)
Terms of trade (-/0)
Londregan & Poole (90) Africa (-), Europe & North America (+)
Martin & Farmanesh (90) Government deficit (-)
Murphy, Shleifer,
Engineering students (+/O),Lawstudents (-/0)
& Vishny (90)
Otani & Villanueva (90) Interest rate on external debt (0)
Rittenberger (89)
Agriculture Growth (+/0), Manufacturinggrowth (+/0)
Services growth (+)
Robinson (71)
Net foreign balances (+), Change in agriculture share (+)
Change in city share of population (+)
Romer (89a,b)
Africa (-), Latin America (-)
Skinner (87)
Terms of trade (+), Oil (+/0)
Weede (83)
Political democracy (-/0), Military (+)
Wheeler (80)
Change in nutrition (+)
Balassa (85)
Barro (89a,b)
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